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Jordan Tourism Board Charter Incentive Scheme 

 

Greetings from Jordan Tourism Board, 

 

Kindly find below the Jordan Tourism Board updated charter incentive scheme where the charter operator will receive a 

subsidy per passenger during 2024 as per the following conditions:  

 

Incentives for Charter Flights: 

Operations During December, January, February, June July & August  

Program Incentive per Pax 

Subsidy per passenger if staying six nights and more $80  

Subsidy per passenger if staying five nights $70 

 

Operations During March, April, May, September, October & November   

Program Incentive per Pax 

Subsidy per passenger if staying six nights and more $50  

Subsidy per passenger if staying five nights $40 

 

In addition to the incentives provided to the charter flights, Jordan Tourism Board will pay an extra $7000 seven 

thousand dollars for each charter aircraft that lands in Jordan from 1/1/2024 until 31/3/2024.   

 

Terms and conditions: 

1. Charter operator will get $80 incentive per pax on each charter flight if staying a minimum of six nights and more in 

Jordan during December, January, February, June, July & August. 

2. Charter operator will get $70 incentive per pax on each charter flight if staying five nights in Jordan during December, 

January, February, June, July & August. 

3. Charter operator will get $50 incentive per pax on each charter flight if staying a minimum of six nights and more in 

Jordan during March, April, May, September, October & November. 

4. Charter operator will get $40 incentive per pax on each charter flight if staying five nights in Jordan during March, April, 

May, September, October & November. 

5. No minimum number of charter flights except the period from December 15th until January 15th a minimum Three 

continues charter flights should be achieved as a condition to get the subsidy. 

6. Any passenger staying less than five nights will not get an incentive. 

7. The charter operator should submit all the following JTB’s requirements:   

- Rooming list manifest stamped by each hotel mentioning the first and last name of the passenger and the name of the 

hotel and checks in and out dates for each passenger. 
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- Passport manifest stamped by the official immigration department of the airport (arrival / Departure) including arrival 

and departure dates and mentioning the first and last name of each passenger.  

- Official document for arrival departure from the airport authority (General Declaration) must be submitted for each trip 

and must include the flight number, the number of pax and a statement mentioning that the flight registers as charter not 

regular or schedule. 

- The charter operator shall directly notify JTB with all flight details of the arriving charter two weeks prior to the arrival 

dates of each charter or/and any changes of the dates or destinations or capacity or/and rescheduling or/and cancelation 

of any arriving charter.  

- The charter operator must provide JTB with the official name of the local Jordanian DMC.  

- Official contract must be signed and stamped between JTB and the charter operator before the operation of the charters. 

8. After applying all the requirements, Jordan Tourism Board will subsidize the charter operator after the charters arrives to 

Jordan. 

9. All above terms and condition will be implemented on all upcoming contract signed after 01/01/2023 and does not affect 

the previous signed contract. 

 

After reading the terms and conditions and before you start your operation, kindly send an official request with all 

details to Mr. Ahmad Kraishan Email: Ahmad.k@visitjordan.com in order to arrange for the internal approval and then 

arranging the contract properly. 

Note:  - If the charter operator has a special request, JTB will study the proposal case by case. 

 

Warm regards,  

 

mailto:Ahmad.k@visitjordan.com

